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SPD
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 FO propagation issue:
 For real data, it may happen that a FO bit is on because of noisy pixels on the 

corresponding chip. If there are no other good clusters on that chip, the FO 
bit is not propagated to the ESD. In this case there is a mismatch among the 
FO in the CTP and the FO in the ESD

 For MC: FO bit ON only if there is at least one cluster

 Solution: propagate all the FO to the ESD, without filtering  consistency 
check at the analysis level
 Code in STEER and ITS is up-to-date and ready to be committed

 To do:
 The Fast-OR simulation presently starts when Digits are produced starting 

from the hits, but it is not implemented when the Summable Digits are built 
in between.

 The implementation of FO from SDigits is expected soon… See Savannah 
bug 74367
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New SPD Geometry
 Millepede alignment (with cosmics and pp) showed that the real (x,y) profile of the SPD 

support sectors differs slightly from the design

 Large shifts needed to align SPD with nominal geometry

TGeo overlaps  real alignment cannot be used in MC

 position of sensors and material different in data and MC
 affects f distribution of tracklets and tracks

 material corrections? fraction of tracks with 2 SPD points?

 Action: modify SPD “ideal” geometry to bring it closer to real (R.Grosso, M.Lunardon)

 change shape of the sector transverse profiles (use 10 different shapes 
for the 10 SPD sectors)

 align sectors (relative positions) with Millepede and use the obtained  
positions for the new “ideal” geometry (for MC)

 this setup has no TGeo overlaps (checked with 1 mm precision)

 All changes committed and ported (beginning of October) 
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New SPD Geometry

Blue:  AliRoot default geometry

Red: Aligned geometry (real)

Blue:  AliRoot new geometry

Red: Aligned geometry (real)
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NewGeo check: SPD tracklets dN/df

 Very sensitive to precise position of sensors
Run 114931

Data (pass2)

LHC10b2 default geo

Perugia0 new geo
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SDD / 1
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 New features in simulation (in trunk and v4-20-Release):

Add time zero (read from OCDB sim /ITS/Calib/RespSDD) as an 

extra delay during digitization

 At the moment this extra delay is set to zero in the OCDB sim, for backward 

compatibility with the ongoing simulations.

 As soon as all the running productions will use v4-20-Release we can move to the 

“real-detector” time zero.

Allows for:

 More accurate simulation of the detector as it is → affects the efficiency of 

modules powered at lower HV where the particles from the detector enter a 

close-to (or beyond) the maximum drift time allowed by the time window

 Coherent positioning of clusters if we try data-MC embedding
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SDD / 2
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 Fix in the digitization for the case of 20 MHz AM sampling

Was causing a bias of about 70 microns in cluster positions along rphi

 Ported to both v4-19-Release and v4-20-Release

 Most of coverity warnings concerning SDD have been fixed

None of them was actually affecting the obtained results
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Vertexers
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 VertexerZ validated for HI

 Vertexer3D  parameters tuned: it seems to be OK after 

background removal

 VertexerTracks  OK



VertexerZ
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MC: resolution

Data: resolution

Consistency between Data and MC:

resolution at 20 mm for central 

events



VertexerTracks
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Lorentz angle corr. in SPD and SSD

 While looking at z alignment, a shift in z 

between B+ and B- was observed for SSD 

(~400 mm)

 Lorentz angle (ExB) in the 300 mm Si produces 
this (due to stereo angle between the two sides 

of SSD)

 Lorentz angle determined from data as the track 

incidence angle that minimizes average cluster 

size 

SSD5  n-side

B<0   B>0     B=0

example:

Lorentz 

angle, deg
R-shift, mm Z-shift, mm

SPD +1.130.12 2 0

SSD-n +2.970.07 +7.780.18
-3 +168

SSD-p -0.720.05 +1.880.12

R.Shahoyan, G.E.Bruno, E.Fragiacomo, M.van Leeuwen

Effect now implemented in rec for data and in sim and rec for MC 
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ITS-TPC matching eff trending
 Reading output of QAtrain from alien

 TPC-to-ITS prolongation eff (pt = 0.2, 1, 10 GeV/c) vs. run

 Done for data and MC

 Example (LHC10f7a MC, pt = 1 GeV/c):

LHC10b
LHC10c LHC10d
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Pb-Pb ITS-TPC matching efficiency

 Usual cuts (TPC quality cuts)
Data 137161 LHC10h+++ MC Hijing LHC10h3
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Pb-Pb rf impact patameter

data

MC LHC10h2

DPMJet 0.15<pt<0.2

4<pt<82.5<pt<41<pt<1.5

0.5<pt<0.70.35<pt<0.45

Tracks with TPC standard cuts, ITSrefit, ≥1 SPD cls
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Savannah (tracker)

 75287: write to ESD info in ITS cluster sharing

 new development

 75267: ITS cluster sharing in PbPb seems to affect two-track correlation 
studies (HBT)

 to be investigated together with HBT experts

 test effect on efficiency/fakes of switching eff sharing

 74519: error message in trackerSA

 comes from low pt tracks that loop in ITS

 should be harmless for primary track reconstruction (goal of SA tracker)

 71979: fix bug in AliITStrackV2::Improve()

 appear in pp raw reco in January and method was disabled

 now enabled for PbPb, but problem (FPE) didn’t appear for now
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Other Savannah bugs/1
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Bug # Description Notes

64752 Missing OCDB entries in ITS 

visualization code

Visualization crashes when the “badness” 

status of a SSD strip is ON. This seems to 

be a “orphan” report

66143 Very large memory allocation in 

AliITSQASDDDataMakerRec::Init

RecPoints()

Last comment on 01/07/10: the bug is 

fixed for us. 

66147 Very large memory allocation in ITS Last comment on 01/07/10: the bug is 

fixed for us. 

68917 Improper usage of TClonesArrays in 

ITS -- 2

The RecPointContainer is never deleted. 

This is correct, since it is only cleared at 

each event. It should be deleted at the end 

of run. We proposed a patch

70587 AliSimulation::Raw2SDigit for ITS 

has huge memory leak (and crashes)

Memory leaked fixed in July, as well as a 

crash due to a missing protection on SSD 

negative module numbers



Other Savannah bugs/2
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Bug # Description Notes

73203 Mean-vertex DA for HI run This is done. However there is a lot to do 

about tuning (easy) and performance 

(hard)

73624 Undefined problem with mixing 

tracklets

Issue: testing trackleting by mixing 

events and/or rotating the ITS. This can 

be done with ESD+ITSrecpoints

74088 SPD Mean Vertex validity from 

GRP preprocessor

Presently this issue is put in stand-by 

until the end of the Pb-Pb run

74286 Memory leak @ 

AliITStrackerMI.cxx:531

I think his can be closed

74367 Worrying message from ITS in 

simulation

FO should implemented also for the 

SDigits

74529 Vertexing in PbPb: Do we loose the 

vertex here ?

A.M. spotted a problem which affect the 

covariance matrix of the SPD vertex. To 

be be understood.



Tasks
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 We had one outstanding task on misalignment without overlaps and 

on the SDD survey:

 I closed them: the first is done with the new SPD geometry from 

Marcello and for the second, the survey data are used also in 

simulation

 We have outstanding tasks on the QA, in particular on the 

reference data. I do not foresee further action on this in the short 

term, so I would close these tasks.


